
What’s Happening, Macbeth? 
Can you fill in the gaps to tell the story of Macbeth? 
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Macbeth and his friend, Banquo, run into 
 on their way back 

from battle. Macbeth is told that 
, 

whilst Banquo is told 
. As 

quickly as they appeared, the witches leave, and 
Macbeth says that he is afraid of acting “against 
the use of ”. 

Three witches meet after a 
tremendous battle and declare they 
will meet when the “ ’s 
done” and when “

’s lost and won” - all in order 
to meet . 

Macbeth meets the King and agrees for him to 
come to his castle for the night. The King 
announces his son, Malcolm is 

, and Macbeth asks the 
 to “hide their fires” in his ambition to be 

king. 

King Duncan is talking to his men 
about the battle and finds out about a 
traitor. He tells his generals to tell 
Macbeth he is now 

, declaring that what the 
traitor lost “Macbeth ”.

Lady Macbeth hears about the witches’ 
prophecies and is incredibly excited at the 
thought of being queen - she says the “

 itself is hoarse” announcing 
Duncan’s arrival to her “

”. Macbeth arrives and Lady Macbeth 
tries to stop him worrying by telling him to 

.

Duncan and Banquo arrive at Macbeth’s 
home - Banquo is uneasy, but Duncan 
believes the castle has a “
seat”. Lady Macbeth greets them, pretending 
to be  when really she 
is . 
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Macbeth’s soliloquy tells us that the only thing 
spurring him on is “ ”. He 
tells Lady Macbeth they “will proceed no further 
in this ” and she 

accuses him of being , 
which convinces Macbeth to murder Duncan so 
they can rule Scotland. 

Macbeth and Banquo talk - Macbeth lies and 
says “I think not of” the . Banquo 
leaves and Macbeth speaks alone, believing 
he sees a  before him, and 
debates the murder he will commit, finally 
announcing Duncan must either go to “

”.

Macbeth has done the deed but Lady 
Macbeth has to finish framing the guards to 
Duncan’s room by 

. Both of their 
hands are now 

. Macbeth is 
frightened; he believes he will never be able 
to  or say 

. 

Macduff visits and discovers the king, 
murdered in his bed. Macbeth covers 
his own tracks by 

, Lady 
Macbeth , 
and the king’s sons (Malcolm and 
Donalbain) decide to 

. 

The people believe Duncan was murdered by 
, 

his sons 
 and now Macbeth has it all: “king, 

Cawdor, Glamis, all”. Macbeth is worried 
Banquo knows the truth, and plans to 

 in order to be 
“safely thus”. 

Macbeth worries that they have “scotch’d 
the , not killed it” in all 
the murders he and his wife have 
committed. Lady Macbeth consoles him 
and tells him to be 

 at their banquet tonight. 
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The Macbeths have a banquet to celebrate 
their coronation, where one of the murderers 
tells Macbeth Banquo is dead but his son 
escaped. Macbeth turns to see Banquo’s 
ghost at the table, and screams “never 

”. Lady Macbeth pretends Macbeth is 
 to avoid 

people becoming suspicious. 

The Lords are talking; they 
say that Macbeth is a 

 and 
that Malcolm is the true 
King.  has 
gone to help Malcolm raise 
an army to fight Macbeth to 
return the “  
country” to righteousness.

Macbeth’s extreme concern has made him seek 
out the witches, whose boss name  has 
told them to keep toying with Macbeth. They show 
him three visions: 

.
Needless to say he leaves feeling pleased. 

Macbeth learns that  
has fled to England, and to punish 
him Macbeth sends murderers to 

, which they do ruthlessly; the 
murderers proclaim Macduff a “

“. 

Meanwhile, Malcolm tests Macduff to 
see whether 

. Macduff proves himself; 
however, immediately afterwards 
Macduff learns that 

 have been 
murdered. Malcolm decides his “power 
is ready” and the time has come to 
reclaim his throne. 

Lady Macbeth’s guilt has finally caught up 
with her: she is now . The 
doctor says the “disease is 

”. She confesses to 

, but 
the doctor and gentlewoman know they 
can’t say anything without Macbeth seeking 
vengeance. 
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Rumours are everywhere! Or as the 
doctor says, “foul  are 
abroad.” Malcolm’s power is closing in on 
Scotland to reclaim it from Macbeth’s 
tyranny, everyone knows he has 
committed “secret “ 
and they all believe Macbeth is either 

 or acting in “valiant 
fury”. 

Bad news for Macbeth - Lady Macbeth 
has died, and her cause of death is 

. Macbeth simply 
states “she should have 

”. Worse news: a prophecy 
has come true, as 

 because Malcolm’s army have 
hidden themselves behind branches. 

The battle is on! Macduff calls 
for “industrious 

“ and Young 
Siward is the first to fall; as he 
battles he declares Macbeth’s 
name is more hateful to him 
than . Macbeth 
believes he is invincible, until…

Macduff and Macbeth finally meet on the 
battlefield, and Macbeth remember the warning 
to “

”. He 
laughs at Macduff, thinking he will win, until 
Macduff announces he was “from his 

”; 
he was born by caesarian and is therefore not 
of woman naturally born! 

The battle is over: Scotland is won! Macduff 
appears before Malcolm holding 

, and all men 
shout “Hail

!” Scotland is, once again, a pure 
land free of tyranny.

What did you 
think the best bit of the 

play was?


